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MAKING PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION FUN AGAIN ADC GETS HANDS ON DURING NAIDOC WEEK
By Gaelle Gallois-Marks

A

s part of NAIDOC Week 2021, 28 Australian Defence College staff members participated in
two one-hour collaborative hands painting workshops on the Weston Campus. The sessions were
facilitated by artist Mr Greg Joseph from the Burrunju Aboriginal Corporation.
After a warm welcome and introduction and some beautiful didgeridoo playing by Greg, participants
learned the art and traditions of dot painting, contributing to the production of six canvasses for
the College. Commander Tess Cunningham, RAN described the activity as “a very enlightening
experience giving a safe environment where I could learn more about indigenous culture
without feeling overwhelmed. As an avid crafter I was so engrossed that I did not want the
activity to stop, and I am planning further projects to explore indigenous arts activities to
celebrate the indigenous culture.”

After the activity, Greg applied some finishing touches to the canvasses. He returned to the College
on the 6th of August 2021 to formally present the artwork. They are now proudly displayed around
the Campus.
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RANSAC: Tell a story and always keep it
simple…

By Commander Rob Bryson, RANR

I

’ve had the distinct pleasure of spending the
last 18 odd years as either a course member or
Directing Staff of the Australian War College’s
Royal Australian Navy Staff Acquaint Course
(RANSAC). I can safely say that I’ve got more
out of this connection than I’ve put in. From
the camaraderie of my fellow CMs and DS, to
the lessons I’ve learnt along the way that have
benefited both my civilian and reserve service
career. Chief amongst them is always tell a story
and always do it simply!
For those that don’t know me, I started my
working career with the Royal Australian Navy,
but soon realised that I wasn’t really the world’s
best navigator, in fact, I was pretty bad. So in
1994, I traded the bridge of a ship for working
shore side in operations with the Port Hedland
Port Authority. Instead of 3000 tonne warships
I looked after 300 000 tonne bulk carriers for
around four years. I still reckon it was the best
job I ever had!
This led to a career in the state and federal
public services, which has taken me all over
the world from the United Kingdom, France,
Denmark, South Africa, Romania to Antarctica to
name a few. Over the past thirty odd years my
experience of a public service career has been
far from ‘Yes Minister’ wearing stereotype.
To counter this myth, over that time I’ve been
responsible for: implementing one of Australia’s
first under keel clearance systems that led Port
Hedland to be one of the largest iron ore ports
in the world; cleaning up Exmouth Boat Harbour
after a cyclone; represented Australia twice at the
International Maritime Organisation on its Polar
Code working group; leading nine expeditionary

voyages to Antarctica
and Macquarie Island
– including rescuing a
fishing boat and ending
up in New Zealand;
being the Project
Director for Australia’s
new 25 000 tonne
icebreaker RSV Nuyina;
leading the development
of a tractor train to
deliver 540 tonnes of
infrastructure and a
scientific team up onto
the Antarctic plateau to
drill three kilometres into
the ice cap to recover
a million year climate record; and bringing a
proposal forward to government for the first
all-weather year round runway on the Antarctic
continent. It has been a great ride so far and not
bad, I reckon, for a failed astro-navigator with an
Arts degree!
I opened this article with a lesson, because
I think as I’ve moved up through the Public
Service, I’ve really noticed the importance of
writing well, succinctly and simply. This has
become vitally important in a world that is
dominated by 10 second sound grabs and a
preponderance of pitches, PowerPoints and
placemats - it’s vital to be able to cut through the
white noise. Simple messages backed up with
solid evidence is key to this. In a more contested
space for attention, telling a great story is key.
Human’s love a good tale and that’s why people
can sit transfixed in a cinema for 90 minutes and
pay $20 for the pleasure! I once worked with a
great Deputy Secretary who always used to say
to me ‘It’s all about the narrative!’ I’ve hoisted
this aboard and its really served me well, and it’s
something that RANSAC emphasised constantly
through its curriculum and its approach to
learning.
Its been a pleasure being part of the RANSAC
team and I look forward to the next iteration and
continuing the story telling!
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Overseas Course Members embarking on the
ACSC 21 journey with the added complexities
of Covid-19

By LTCOL Daniel Chan, Republic of Singapore Navy

C

ovid-19. The dreaded “C” word that
unceremoniously entered our lexicon and has
stubbornly refused to leave. As the pandemic
raged across our globe by the end of 2020, a
group of 4 students from 23 countries waited
with bated breaths for final entry approvals into
Australia. Alas, with just days until their chartered
flight, permission was granted. Relief. The
Australian Command and Staff Course (ACSC)
2021 would include Overseas Course Members
(OCMs) after all. It marked the beginning of a
journey that would refuse to be defined by the
invisible villain. Instead, ACSC 21 became a story
of Cognition, Connections, and Contentment.

The cognitive assault began even while the
OCMs were undergoing their 14-day quarantine
in Darwin. Like French Army Lieutenant Colonel
Mathieu Levesque and his wife Marie with their
troop of six active children, some were constantly
finding creative new ways to entertain them
within the confined space. Others ruminated on
the reality of being only able to see their loved
ones twelve months later. Adding to lectures and
syndicate discussions conducted over Zoom.
Non-native English speakers had to perform
mental gymnastics of sorts, processing the
quick pace of Australian speech and marrying it
with thoughts in their mother tongues; Google
translate could definitely learn a trick or two
from them. Since then, the OCMs have been
intellectually enriched and challenged by wellcurated lecturers from a wide range of disciplines
and backgrounds. Beyond mental stimulations, it
was the new mateships forged that added more
colours to what was already turning out to be a
fascinating journey.
Whether it was partaking in a footy game or
sampling vegemite on toast, Australian course
members made sure every OCM received the
quintessential introduction to life down under.

These intimate connections allowed OCMs and
their families to settle into Canberra and feel a
genuine sense of belonging from the get-go.
During classroom discussions,
OCMs brought their unique perspectives
which allowed a deeper understanding of how
motivations, considerations, and culture shaped
opinions. Not only were the thoughts of the
overseas students valued, but it was also often
deliberately sought and patiently teased out by
fellow Australian students. With an increasingly
challenging strategic environment, these lifelong
relationships and appreciation for differing
viewpoints would undoubtedly be a boon in times
of crisis.
Amidst the exciting experiences, contentment
best describes the feeling that OCMs have for
the opportunity to physically participate in an
international course. Defence undertook great
lengths to ensure that ACSC 21 was the largest
and one of the most internationally diverse
since its inception. And doing so while Covid-19
constantly added new complexities into the works
was certainly not an easy feat. Indeed, to have
been selected as an international course member
was nothing short of humbling.
“The strong turnout bears testament to
Australia’s ability to effectively engage likeminded partners. It also reflects the value and
opportunities afforded by this course.”
Notwithstanding the cognition, connections, and
contentment ascribed to the OCMs’ experience
on ACSC 21, may the last “C” of celebrations at
graduation place the icing upon this remarkable
journey amidst extraordinary circumstances.
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ACSC(R): The Final Chapter
By LTCOL Bob Colligan, Deputy Director ACSC(R)

2021
witnesses the final Australian Command and Staff Course (Reserve) (ACSC(R)).
This course has been conducted at ADC-Weston since 2000, aimed at qualifying Army Reserve

officers for Command and demanding staff appointments at the O5 and O4 (psc-r) level. ACSC(R)
underwent significant revision in 2019-20 and is now aligned to the Joint Professional Military
Education Continuum at Level 3 and focused at achieving joint, rather than single-service, outcomes.
The course is delivered as a mix of distance and residential phases over 84 days and comprises
three modules:
Strategy and Operational Art (SOA), Joint Capability and Warfare (JCW) and Command, Leadership
and Ethics (CLE).

Staff and Course Members
at the start of the 16-day
SOA residential period in
March 2021

The 2021 course panel is the largest, most diverse in ACSC(R)’s history. 43 course members
(CMs) are attending, including eight SERCAT 7, two international, five non-ADF participants and
27 SERCAT 5 officers. Two Navy, six Air Force, 28 Army and two New Zealand Defence Force CM
are participating, as well as members from the Australian Border Force, Australian Federal Police,
Emergency Management Victoria, Bravery Trust and Australian Public Service. A Wing Commander
joined the Directing Staff this year – another first!
In 2022, ACSC(R) amalgamates with the RAN Staff Acquaint Course (RANSAC) to form the nucleus
of the new Australian Command and Staff Course – Remote (ACSC-R). The new, fully joint ACSC-R
will align more closely with the full time ACSC and capitalise on experience gained conducting the
revised ACSC(R) and RANSAC. It will be offered as an alternate pathway to completing the full time
ACSC with an emphasis on near-region and domestic security issues. Importantly, ACSC-R will have
access to the War College’s academic service provider, and as the course matures it is anticipated
that a pathway to formal tertiary recognition may be offered.
The pilot ACSC-R is expected to have a panel of up to 82, and at maturity the course will cater for
over 100 CM.
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CELEBRATING ADC’S
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY
Spouse Tour to National Zoo and Aquarium

T

By Suraya Fahiz

he Australian Defence College organises
a number of tours each year for the
spouses and non-school age children of the
International Course Members. The first tour
was a sightseeing tour of Canberra followed
by lunch with a focus on getting to know each
other. The second tour saw the group take
advantage of the beautiful sunny day and
tour the National Zoo and Aquarium with their
children.
The tour commenced with the guides
introducing the group to some native
Australian reptiles. Guides explained the
uniqueness of some Australian animals and
highlighted the large diversity in marsupials
in this country. We were lucky enough to
see a koala feeding on eucalyptus leaves,
a highlight for the group. The koalas sleep
most of the time as eucalyptus leaves do not
provide enough energy to support a lifestyle
of activity.
The Canberra Zoo has quite a collection of
animals. The emus were friendly and very
keen for the apples we had to feed them. A
crowd favourite were the adorable meerkats
and otters who are always entertaining. We
crossed to the lions and cheetahs enclosures
and then ended the tour near the giraffes and
rhinos.
Lunch was provided at the Rhino Bistro,
one of the many BBQ areas located at
the Viewing Park. Everyone enjoyed the
sunshine and casual atmosphere surrounded
by the animals. The spouses went on, in
small groups, to explore the vast grounds of
the zoo and to see more animals and native
birds.
We received great feedback and appreciation
from the spouses on the tour, they said “it
was the most interactive and adventurous
experience of their life time”.
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ADF TRAINING CENTRE
(ADFTC)
DFSL Immerses Students in ‘Home Grown’
In-Country Language Training Opportunities
By FLGOFF Brent Maloney

I

n 2020, Australia-wide lockdowns over the last 18 months saw the Defence Force School of
Languages (DFSL) frequently scheduling and rescheduling Australian-based activities to support
student learning in lieu of In-Country Training. In 2021, the expectation of ongoing international
border closures has necessitated DFSL’s further engagement with local businesses in the provision
of immersive language training to great effect.
Engagements with various Melbourne-based entities have allowed for a ‘Language Buddies’
program that sees DFSL learners engaging regularly and building rapport with native speakers of
their target language – with the added benefit of the development of local lasting friendships. Its
great to be able to partner with Industry to share the workload of DSFL staff in organising events
and activites in organising events and activities whilst still remaining flexible enough to meet the
requirements of teaching staff.

Arabic Operational Engagement students enjoyed a
meal with their language buddies between Melbourne
COVID-19 lockdowns.
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DFSL Immerses Students in ‘Home Grown’ In-Country
Language Training Opportunities
Continued...
Warrant Officer Class 2 Wendy Turnbull of the DFSL Ops Team, has been delighted with the
assistance provided from this partner in the last 18 months.

Thai Strategic Engagement
students learning the finer
points of traditional Thai
cooking

Whilst DFSL has still been able to maintain connections with sister schools and organisations around
the world, albeit remotely, the school has embraced local cultural organisations. A brief snapshot of
some upcoming In-Country Training serials has seen DFSL engage with a rich mix of activities:
•
•
•
•

The Chinese Strategic Engagement course will have exclusive access to the Chinese Association
of Victoria for an entire week, where learners will speak entirely in Mandarin, cook and immerse
themselves in the Chinese experience.
The French Operational Engagement course are working closely with a new concept language
school based in Melbourne. This will facilitate all things cheese, wine, impressionism painting,
avant-garde film and blue and white striped long sleeve shirts (with berets).
The Thai Strategic Engagement course are hoping to make it to Darwin where learners will be
working with the Northern Territory Thai Association for guided tours, the Loi Kratong Festival,
mango farming, as well as cooking, massage and dance workshops.
The Portuguese and Tetum Operational Engagement courses hope to meet with the TimorLeste Ambassador and Defence Attaché, as well as enjoy cultural performances from a group in
Melbourne. It also intends to engage with the Melbourne Timor-Leste community for some music,
cooking lessons and good conversation.

Though actual In-Country Training will always prove to be a more immersive and important feature
of DFSL languages courses, the connections being fostered in these more turbulent times serves to
ensure that DFSL students continue to strive for the best available learning opportunities whilst also
fostering a potential language buddy for life.

To know more about DFSL and the opportunity to study, contact the school’s
PCO - Flying Officer Brent Moloney at brent.moloney@defence.gov.au
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AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE
ACADEMY (ADFA)
Education for the One Defence
Capability System
By LTCOL Rob Marlow

T

he One Defence Capability System (ODCS) replaced the old Capability Life Cycle (CLC) on
20 December 2020. The most visible changes were the introduction of the Defence Capability
Administrative Policy and Defence Capability Manual. Unlike the change to the CLC that emerged
from the First Principles Review, the ODCS is an evolution of the previous system, intended to clarify
and streamline capability processes. It provides the framework for the flexible and tailored approach
to Capability Management that is asked
of us.
Capability acquisition within Defence
has been criticised in the past for
being slow and bureaucratic. The
ODCS addresses this issue through
a principles-based approach to policy
that supports tailoring acquisition and
management processes to better match
the needs of the Capability Managers.
The Capability and Technology
Management College (CTMC) was
swift to implement the changes into the
Members of CTMC 2021 conducting a Defence Industry
Capability and Technology Management
visit at EOS in Hume, ACT
Program and has been pleased to assist
our sister organisations with changes
to training and education that are needed across the ADF. The CTMC Class of 2021 will be the first
Capability and Technology Staff Officers to have studied the new system in detail for 12 months and
will be bringing their new skills to the groups and services in 2022.
The Capability and Technology Staff Officers that CTMC graduates have an important role in this
new system. Their technical knowledge and analytical skills will inform good risk-based decisions,
and the communication skills they have developed will shape that analysis into a useful form for
decision makers. We are guided, not constrained by process, with CTMC graduates well equipped to
justify the tailoring and modification that we are encouraged to seek.
The introduction of the OCDS provides us with the flexibility to do capability better, and the Staff
Officers graduating from CTMC in December are well prepared to seize this opportunity.
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CENTRE FOR DEFENCE
LEADERSHIP AND ETHICS
(CDLE)
The Road to ADF Leadership
and Ethics

By Anne Goyne

ILeadership
n 1998, I was the psychologist on the ADF
Study Working Group (LWG). This was

a tri-Service team of mostly O5 officers, tasked with
finding a single ADF definition/model of leadership.
As it turned out, I was not just the psychologist,
but also the only woman, the only mother and the
only junior officer (Army Captain) on the team, so
ticked a few ‘token’ boxes, a fact noted with great
amusement at the time (keeping in mind, it was a
different time).
The LWG spent weeks listening to representatives
of each of the Services, a range of commands,
academics and public servants discuss leadership.
Predictably, they all strongly outlined why we
needed to adopt the leadership model they
advocated. As time went on, it became clear we
had designed a method of enquiry that actually
provoked division. The LWG itself drew the battle
lines, in and around us, with a joint leadership
model the obvious casualty. Whatever the LWG
decided people would feel they had lost something
they now really cared about; it was a disaster.
Our last meeting was a gloomy affair as the
Brigadier running the LWG bluntly admitted we
had failed. He asked for our final views, and as we
went around the table each of the O5s outlined
their Service’s party line, with genuine regrets.
When it was my turn, and being the psychologist, I
perceived the need to lift the mood. The experience
of the previous few of weeks had been an exciting
journey into leadership and I pointed out how
hearing from all these groups about how much they
cared about leadership was actually heartening.
As people nodded and agreed the atmosphere
lightened up. Out of nowhere, came a brilliant
idea; “what we need is a centre of excellence for
leadership where this debate can continue.”
Perhaps I am imagining it, but electricity raced
around the room and the Brigadier railed at how
unrealistic it was to expect the LWG to

succeed in just two weeks. Rather than failure, we
snatched victory from the slavering jaws of defeat,
and an ADF Centre of Excellence for Leadership
was one of the recommendations from the LWG. I
have no idea if this is the origin story for the Centre
for Defence Leadership and Ethics (CDLE), but I
have always hoped it was.
Shift forward 23 years and the current CDF
believes it is time the ADF had one set of Service
values, one leadership doctrine and one ethics
doctrine; and CDLE has the task of making this
happen. While the spectre of 1998 returned to my
mind, the ADF has a stronger identity than it did
then and given the determination of the CDF to get
this outcome, there was a reasonable chance this
new ‘vision’ would succeed where 1998 did not.
In 2020, a working group, in consultation with the
Services finalised the new ADF Values - Service,
Courage, Respect, Integrity and Excellence
(SCRIE). With this task ‘bagged’, development of
the new ADF leadership doctrine promptly followed.
MAJGEN Steve Day was the lead author and, with
support from CDLE, the new ADF Philosophical - 0
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The Road to ADF Leadership and Ethics
Continued...
Series Command - Leadership (Ed 3) rolled out
across Defence on 21 Jun 2021.
The writing brief for Leadership (Ed 3) was specific.
It had be enjoyable to read and inspirational for all
leaders, especially those at the beginning of their
careers. While the content had to provide a guide to
good leadership, it was not to be a list of ‘dos and
don’ts’. ADF leaders must be free to be themselves
and a doctrinaire approach to leadership could
only be counter-productive. The purpose of
ADF Leadership (Ed 3) is to describe in plain
English what leadership ‘is’ in the ADF so leaders,
whatever their stripe, bring their best selves to this
role every day.

A long time ago, leaders understood that a joint
model of leadership (values and ethics) was
necessary for the ADF to become a truly joint
force. However, the ADF itself had to develop its
own identity before people could appreciate this
vision. Time will tell how deeply the new ADF
Values, Leadership (Ed3) and Ethics (Ed1) go
on to shape the institution, but all who had a role
in developing them have reason to feel proud.
Twenty-three years on, a centre of excellence for
leadership and ethics made this outcome possible,
so our Brigadier was quite right, two weeks wasn’t
long enough.

SERVICE
COURAGE
RESPECT
INTEGRITY
EXCELLENCE

Australian Government
Department of Defence

Defence Values
Service
The selflessness of character to place the
security and interests of our nation and its
people ahead of my own.

Courage
The strength of character to say and do
the right thing, always, especially in the
face of adversity.

Respect

With the release of ADF Leadership (Ed 3), it
was time to focus on ethics. The ADF has not
previously had doctrine for military ethics so
the scope for the writing brief was purposefully
broad. After considerable consultation, and
literally thousands of words written and deleted,
the inaugural Philosophical – 0 Series Command
– Military Ethics (Ed 1) is in the final stages of
Service consultation and due for release in the
second half of 2021. Like ADF Leadership (Ed
3), this volume is not a dictatorial set of ethical
‘musts’ but an inspirational guide to being an
ethical citizen of the ADF. It has a similar style to
Leadership (Ed 3) and brings to life military based
ethics in a way not seen before in the ADF.

Defence
Behaviours

The humanity of character to value others
and treat them with dignity.

To live the Defence
Values I will:

Integrity

Act with purpose for Defence and
the nation.

The consistency of character to align my
thoughts, words and actions to do what
is right.

Excellence
The willingness of character to strive
each day to be the best I can be, both
professionally and personally.

Be adaptable, innovative and agile.
Collaborate and be team-focused.
Be accountable and trustworthy.
Reflect, learn and improve.
Be inclusive and value others.

To defend Australia and its national interests in order
to advance Australia’s security and prosperity
www.defence.gov.au
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CENTRE FOR DEFENCE
RESEARCH (CDR)
Strategos Strategic Theory for Practice Course

T

By Kim Muir

wenty-two participants took part in the Strategos Strategic Theory for Practice Course, facilitated
by the Centre for Defence Research and held at the ADC in August.
With reduced numbers due to COVID-19 social distancing requirements, the course brought
together inter-agency personnel from across the defence and national security community —
including the AFP and PM&C — giving them the opportunity to take part in lectures and lively
syndicate discussions and activities.

The course, designed and led by Professor Michael Evans, the General Sir Francis Hassett Chair of
Military Studies, consists of online pre-reading and five days of face-to-face tuition. Presenting on the
course, in person and via teleconference, were noted scholars in the field such as Dr Cathy Moloney,
Head Centre for Defence Research, ADC (Pictured); Dr Hal Brands from Johns Hopkins University;
Dr Thomas Mahnken, President of the Center for Budgetary and Strategic Analysis in Washington
DC; Associate Professor Ahmed Hashim, Deakin University; Dr Lavina Lee, Macquarie University;
Associate Professor Micheal Clarke, UTS; Associate Professor Matthew Sussex, Griffith University;
Dr Jade Guan, Deakin University; Dr Shannon French, Inamori Professor of Ethics, Case Western
University; Mr Dan Bourchier, ABC Canberra; Dr Sheryn Lee, Macquarie University; and Dr Ross
Babbage, AM from Strategic Forum and CSBA.
Strategos was implemented in 2019 to address JPME learning requirements at Level 3–4 in the
national security, policy and strategy areas of academic study, for high performing O4–O5 ADF
officers and Defence APS 6/EL1. Upon successful completion of the online and face-to-face
components of the course, participants receive a Deakin University graduation certificate as a nonaward completion of academic accreditation, which forms recognition of prior learning towards an MA
degree in International Relations.
Strategos is one of two annual courses run by the Centre for Defence Research, ADC. The other is
the highly regarded Apollo Course, held in November, which is now in its eighth year.
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2022 CDF Fellowship
By Tim Fletcher

O
n behalf of the CDF, the Centre for Defence
Research, ADC is pleased to announce
that LCDR Victoria Jnitova, RAN has been
selected as the Chief of Defence Force Fellow
for 2022.

LCDR Jnitova is currently undertaking her
PhD, focussing on measurement methodology
for Defence Capability System Resilience.
Her selection as the CDF Fellow will see her
working with the Centre for Defence Research,
from January 2022 to continue her research
full time developing important insights that will
inform resilience building in Defence’s complex
and evolving environment.
The CDF Fellowship encourages innovative
research by supporting a member of the
Australian Defence Force to undertake one
year of postgraduate research on a subject
relevant to defence strategic initiatives.
Applications for the 2023 Fellowship are due
to open February 2022. For more information,
including eligibility requirements, and
application forms go to:
http://drnet/JCG/ADC/CoE/Pages/CDR-Fellowships-and-Grants.aspx

The new edition of the Australian
Journal of Defence and Strategic
Studies is now available. It is full
of great articles and
reviews on issues related to
strategy,
competition, cooperation and
conflict in the 21st century.
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DEFENCE EDUCATION,
LEARNING AND TRAINING
AUTHORITY (DELTA)

ADF Transition and Civil
Recognition Project

T(ADFTCR)
he ADF Transition and Civil Recognition
project, within the Australian Defence

For more information visit the ADFTCR
project webpage or email the team
(ADF.Civilrecognition@defence.gov.au)

College, provides assistance to transitioning
Defence members and helps to demystify the
transferable skills achieved during military
service. The ADFTCR was established in 2017
and has developed a number of resources to
assist veterans both prior to and post transition.
It also works collaboratively with the Defence
Member and Family Support (DMFS) Branch,
formerly Defence Community Organisation
(DCO), to mentor transition coaches and
toprovide information to members at transition
seminars.

The ADFTCR Project sits within the National
Skills Framework and the Defence Registered
Training Organisation where it endeavours to
help you understand what civilian employers
want and how to express your service in a way
that any employer can understand and value.
The team works collaboratively with the Defence
Registered Training Organisation, and to date,
has awarded nearly over 3,200 national VET
qualifications from Certificate III to Advanced
Diploma to support Veterans in their transition to
civilian employment.
The ADFTCR project is also supporting work
undertaken to develop education pathways into
Universities, through recognised credit transfers
based on military service and rank, through a
collaborative partnership with the Australian
Student Veterans Association (ASVA).

Are you Koala-fied? The ADFTCR
project have produced koala themed
coasters to promote the project.
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FEATURED ALUMNI
LTCOL VINCENT “INCH”
HELING RNLAF

DEPUTY BASE COMMANDER AND HEAD OF OPERATIONS
AIR BASE VOLKEL

ACSC graduating class of 2018

Lieutenant Colonel Vincent Heling is an
officer in the Royal Netherlands Air Force and

currently the Deputy Base Commander and
Head of Operations of Airbase Volkel. After
finishing preparatory courses at DITC in 2017, he
graduated ACSC(j) in 2018 . His most recent
appointments have included Chief of Staff (COS)
of the Netherlands Air and Space Operations
Center, and senior planner J5 at the Directorate
of Operations at the Ministry of Defence.
When asked to contribute to the ADC Alumni
Newsletter not only did I enthusiastically say
‘yes’, but my thoughts immediately went back to
that amazing year Down Under. For our
family it was the first time living in another
country, so the move to Canberra was very
exciting and we didn’t know what to expect. We
immediately bonded very well with the Australian
classmates and their families, it felt like a smooth
landing. We have made some great friends with
which we still communicate regularly via social
media and VTC. The camaraderie amongst
the OCMs was amazing resulting in lasting
friendships. Socialising and working together with
Australian and Overseas course members gave
us a valuable insight into the different cultures,
habits and national history of a large variety of
people around the world. Not only was this a
great learning experience for me but also for my
family. I would not have had such an opportunity
if I had followed the Dutch or other European
staff course path, it is one of the unique things
ACSC has to offer.

autumn break in 2019 we had the opportunity to
undertake a short holiday to Paris. In my ACSC
year we befriended a French navy officer and
his family who at that time happened to live
in Paris. So we linked up with our Frenchies
for a great dinner at their place followed by a
combined family excursion in Paris. It turned out
to be a wonderful reunion revisiting a lot of great
memories during our time in Aussie, très bien!
Unfortunately, in late 2019 the COVID-19
pandemic broke out which put a hold on our
plans to visit Australia.
Similar to many COVID-19 measures taken by
other governments worldwide, the Dutch MOD
limited traveling to other countries to an absolute
minimum. It resulted in a lot of deployments and

Even before graduation we decided that we
should return to Australia within a one or two
years to visit our mates again. So when we were
settled back in the Netherlands we drafted an
initial plan for our return to Australia. During an
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international exercises being canceled. So the
chance of bumping into an old classmate at an
international event or meeting is very slim if not
zero. I hope one day that opportunity will present
itself again, that would be awesome.
Nevertheless, in my previous position I have
benefited from the lessons learned during
ACSC. In my role as COS I was one of the key
players responsible for drafting a COVID-19
recovery-plan for the Air Force. We decided
to take on this task as if it was an operational
planning process. Many times during this
planning process I consulted the little JMAP
booklet. The knowledge and experience gained
during the ACSC JMAP module gave me tools to
solve complicated problems using a structured
and integral process.

during our course. The lessons I have learned
during this module are particularly helpful and
applicable in my current job.
So overall, my family and I, are very grateful
to have been given the opportunity to come to
Australia and undergo this truly once in a lifetime
experience. I am proud and honoured to be
an ADC alumnus. The knowledge and training
I have received at ACSC have helped me in
carrying out my job and I am confident it will be
beneficial throughout my career. We will cherish
the great times with amazing friends Down Under
and hope to return soon.
Het ga jullie goed (All the best wishes).
Cheers and fly safe, Inch.

The Royal Netherlands Air Force is currently
undergoing a transformation towards a fifth
generation Air Force, broadly comparable with
Plan Jericho. This transformation will also have
a significant impact on how we do business at
Airbase Volkel. In my current position as part
of the management team of Airbase Volkel,
we are responsible for leading Airbase Volkel
through this transformation process. In other
words we, are in the middle of a Management
of Change (MOC). Luckily MOC and leadership
during MOC was a part of the curriculum in
ACSC. It made me think back to the syndicate
discussions and role-play we conducted
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BRETT WHITE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY CITIZENSHIP POLICY
DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS

ACSC graduating class of 2012

B

rett is a graduate of ACSC(j) in 2012. Brett has
a worked across a range of policy, governance
and intelligence roles in the Departments of
Home Affairs (and previously Immigration and
Border Protection) and Defence, as well as
Advisor to the Deputy Prime Minister. Across his
career, he has worked on a range of challenging
and complex issues including the COVID-19
response, Iraq, counter-piracy, joint facilities,
infrastructure investment program and regional
processing as well as leading and participating in
many international dialogues and fora in Australia
and overseas.
Coming from a Defence family and having
grown up mostly in Canberra it was probably
unsurprising I’d become a public servant working
in Defence. From my initial appointment in the
ADF Cadets unit, through my time in International
Policy Division, and to my attendance at the
Australian Command and Staff Course (ACSC)
in Canberra, I’d always worked very closely with
military personal, including from international
militaries. However, as a non-uniformed
member of Defence I was keen to understand
the uniformed side better and hoped that with
my background I could increase awareness of
civilian roles and functions.
My year at ACSC was challenging but rewarding,
being the first year the course had partnered
with the Australian National University to deliver
the Masters program. It gave me a broad
understanding of the strategic to tactical issues
facing Defence as well as a strong appreciation
of joint military operations, including participating
in Army’s final iteration of the Charlie Green
series, and building many strong connections
across the ADF and international militaries. This
was highlighted when on my return to Russell
Offices there was barely a senior office across
Canberra or a command unit nationally that I
didn’t know someone in who I could pick up the
phone to or pop in on to get things done. The
years immediately following ACSC were probably
some of my most productive and enjoyable,
as I was largely working with mates and able

to have genuine conversations to produce key
outcomes in the national interest. Coming up
on a decade since I commenced at ACSC, I’ve
reflected on what the year meant to me – both
personally and professionally. Beyond a postgraduate degree and psc(j) and the friends
I made through the year, the most beneficial
component was probably the way of approaching
issues and challenges as well as the diverse
perspectives that have served me best. Since
ACSC, I’ve worked in multiple departments and
at Parliament House on issues ranging from
operations to road safety and work ranging
from organisational performance reporting to
submissions to Government. Regardless of the
issue or topic, I have felt well prepared knowing
that while I may not have been a subject matter
expert, the way of approaching the issue and
surrounding myself with the right people would
hold me in good stead.
While having left the Department of Defence
in 2015, I’ve continued to work with Defence
colleagues either still in Defence or in new roles
and the bonds remain strong and conversation
on crossing paths continues to be easy. When
people ask me about my year at ACSC, I’ve
continued to respond that it was one of the most
challenging but rewarding years of my career
and recommend it to others. While the number
of essays and exams was more than I would
have liked, when I got through it and think back
to what I’ve learned, that I could be “offline” to do
it, and the friends I’ve made and experiences I
had, it’s easy to see why I reflect so positively on
it. I also welcomed the opportunity for my family
to engage with the diverse ACSC members and
their families through events through the year,
with International Day a particular highlight.
To those about to attend the course good
luck and make the most of it – while it may be
challenging, you’re up for it and it will be worth
it. To the staff and course members from 2012
who may be reading this – thanks for your
camaraderie and hope this finds you safe and
well across the globe.
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CONTACT US
ADC Alumni Office
Gaelle Gallois-Marks
adc.alumni@defence.gov.au

WATCH THIS
SPACE
REGISTER NOW

Keep an eye on the ADC Twitter Page
@ADC_Australia and on our
ADC Alumni Hub for updates

Whether you are an alumnus of one of our learning
centres, the Australian Defence Force Academy, the
Australian Defence Force Training Centre, and the
Australian War College, or from one of our Centres of
Excellence you are an integral part of the ADC family
and we invite you to (re)unite via our Alumni Program.
Visit the ADC Alumni Hub on the Forge to register and
update your contact details. By updating your details,
you will be able to hear the latest news from ADC, as
well as get access to opportunities as part of our
growing ADC Alumni Program.

ADC ALUMNI NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTIONS
We would love to hear from you!

We encourage you to submit an article
There is no story, contribution, promotion,
achievement, or project too small or too big!
Please submit your story and images by email:
adc.alumni@defence.gov.au
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